Bacteria are easily characterizable model organisms with an impressively complicated set of capabilities. Among their capabilities is quorum sensing, a detailed cell-cell signaling system that may have a common origin with eukaryotic cellcell signaling. Not only are the two phenomena similar, but quorum sensing, as is the case with any bacterial phenomenon when compared to eukaryotes, is also easier to study in depth than eukaryotic cell-cell signaling. This ease of study is a contrast to the only partially understood cellular dynamics of neurons. Here we review the literature on the strikingly neuron-like qualities of bacterial colonies and biofilms, including ion-based and hormonal signaling, and action potential-like behavior. This allows them to feasibly act as an analog for neurons that could produce more detailed and more accurate biologically-based computational models. Using bacteria as the basis for biologically feasible computational models may allow models to better harness the tremendous ability of biological organisms to make decisions and process information. Additionally, principles gleaned from bacterial function have the potential to influence computational efforts divorced from biology, just as neuronal function has in the abstract influenced countless machine learning efforts.
Introduction
The number of bacteria on Earth is staggering. Conservative estimates claim that there are nearly half a million bacterial species in just 30 grams of soil. 43 The myth persists that bacteria are simple organisms, but this could not be further from the truth. The complexity of bacterial function in many ways mirrors that of eukaryotic cells. 19 In this review, we examine the literature demonstrating that bacterial cells, colonies, and biofilms exhibit notable similarities to neurons and neuronal networks, including action potential-like behavior, ionbased signaling, and hormonal signaling.
A natural first question is "why would one even consider using bacteria instead of neurons?" This can be answered in a few ways. First, bacteria are simple. Take two well-studied model bacteria, Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis. Their genomes are both slightly over 4Mbp long and code roughly 4000 proteincoding genes. 59 Compare this with the human genome, which is roughly 3 billion base pairs long and codes for roughly 100,000 proteins. Even C. elegans, one of the simplest neuroscientific model organisms, has a genome size of 100Mbp [25x the size of a bacterial genome] and codes for almost 22,000 proteins. 61 The comparative simplicity of bacteria makes them inherently an easier organism to study. There is, simply put, less they are capable of and, as a result, there is less to understand about their functionality. Additionally, they are easier to work with in a laboratory environment. One E. coli cell divides roughly every 20-60 minutes and, as a result, colonies can be grown overnight. This, coupled with the fact that bacteria are able to become competent and uptake extracellular 1 DNA, allows for easier and quicker genetic experimentation. 58 Neurons, on the other hand, are terminally differentiated cells. As a result, division is much slower.
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One major benefit of the use of bacteria as a model organism is the fact that each bacterium is an organism to itself as opposed to a cell constituting part of a larger organism. Take the phenomenon of bacterial chemotaxis, which can easily be investigated in a laboratory setting. A chemical attractant can be placed into either a suspension or a plate of bacteria and each individual organism will move towards the attractant. 18 This sort of well-characterized input-output behavior cannot be replicated in neuronal cell cultures and, as a result, allows for more complex behavioral experimentation that may actually help elucidate comparable functionality in higher-order organisms, as will be discussed in the next section. This paper does not necessarily seek to propose the use of bacteria as a model organism for purely behavioral work but rather to help create more biologically feasible models. In order to create a biologically plausible model, one must first possess a thorough understanding of the biological underpinnings of the model, something that cannot be said to be the case with regards to the mammalian brain or even lower-order nervous systems owing to their tremendous complexity. Despite the general lack of understanding of neuronal network function, artificial neural networks use as their basic unit a binary input/output node that is supposedly an abstraction of a neuron. 38 This sort of abstraction is an oversimplified view of actual neuronal function that makes the network itself biologically implausible. 39 This review begins with an overview of similarities between mammals and lower-order organisms and proceeds to discuss the ways in which bacterial communities mirror neuronal circuits and networks. It seeks to propose the investigation of prokaryotes, e.g. B. subtilis, in order to gain insight into understanding and better modeling higher-level organisms such as mammals.
Similarities between bacteria and higher organisms
Continuing with the earlier discussion about bacterial chemotaxis, hunger and satiety detection is a relatively well-conserved system among many different species and, as a result, is a good starting point for a discussion about interspecies similarities. 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 There exist numerous structural and molecular similarities between Drosophila melanogaster and mammals, for example, in this regard, thereby allowing Drosophila to potentially serve as a easierto-study proxy for the mammalian brain in this context. 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57 These similarities are also seen with respect to eukaryotes such as Drosophila and lower-level organisms. When hungry, prokaryotes and Drosophila larvae as-cend nutrient gradients in a process known as chemotaxis. Drosophila larvae's approach is in stages-first, approach the source then, once near the source, reach it, overshoot it and then return to the source. Their motion consists of "runs" and "turns"-the "runs" predominate their motion and the turns are abruptgenerally when a decreasing chemical concentration is sensed during forward motion. The sort of motion is akin to a biased random walk in that the organism aims to meander towards the center of the nutrition concentration but may wander slightly along the way. 16, 17, 18 This is similar to the mechanism employed by E. coli, which also seem to also favor crawls towards higher nutrient concentrations as opposed to lower ones.
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The similarities between Drosophila and bacteria go further than feeding behaviors. Consider quorum sensing, a form of bacterial cell-cell communication used to sense local bacterial population density. The protein AarA of the Gramnegative soil bacterium Providencia stuartii is necessary to release the molecular signals for quorum sensing in that species. This protein, however, appears to be homologous to the Drosophila protease RHO, which is required to activate epidermal growth factor receptor ligands in that organism, in addition to being essential to its proper wing vein development and eye organization. Indeed, the two are so similar chemically that expressing RHO in P. stuartii AarA acts as a substitute for AarA expression, as the mutants possess relatively normal quorum sensing capabilities. Similarly, expressing P. stuartii AarA in Drosophila RHO mutants allows wing development to proceed normally, again allowing the substitution of the two homologs, despite their origin in two very different species.
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This homology is not an isolated incident. It appears that many signaling mechanisms are shared by prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In fact, the evolution of cell-cell signaling is hypothesized to have been more reliant on horizontal gene transfer from bacteria to animals than purely vertical inheritance. 32 An interesting example is glutamate decarboxylase, which catalyzes the amino acid glutamate to form the neurotransmitter GABA. This enzyme is coded by a gene acquired by eukaryotes from prokaryotes through horizontal gene transfer. 26 
Similarities in bacterial and neuron ion-based communication
Bacteria not only have influenced the development of eukaryotic cell-cell signaling, they possess a number of direct similarities to neurons, specifically in their means of cell-cell communication and the cell membrane.
The neuronal membrane voltage is regulated by the common but important ions Na + , Cl − , Ca 2+ and K + . Briefly, K + tends to accumulate inside the membrane, while Na + , Cl − and Ca 2+ have higher concentrations outside the membrane. Notably, K + is a major influence on membrane voltage. 27 There is a growing 3 body of evidence that bacteria also use these ions to regulate voltage across the bacterial cell membrane. As in neurons, Na + accumulates on the outside of the membrane, while K + accumulates inside. There is even evidence for ionic Na + /K + exchange, perhaps mediated by pumps similar to the ones found in neurons. 28 To this end, it should be pointed out that the first structure of the K + channel, essential to the function of both bacteria and neurons, was first determined from a bacterial source due to the ease of bacterial study compared to neurons. 36 The resting membrane potential of E. coli is -75 mV, only about 5 mV lower than that of neurons, suggesting additional electrophysiological parallels between the two cell types.
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These ions are used in bacteria not only to regulate membrane voltage, but also as signals. The PhoP/PhoQ system in Salmonella typhimurium governs various virulence properties of that organism, and has distinct binding sites for both Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ . These extracellular ions act as the signals that instigate the action of the system in a way that appears somewhat analogous to the neuronal calcium channel regulator CaBP1, which also has binding sites for both Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ .
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Another example of ion-based signaling is seen in Bacillus subtilis, a Grampositive spore-forming bacterium. 21 Bacteria tend to produce biofilms when they are stressed, e.g. when there are limited nutrients in the environment.
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When the species produces biofilms of greater than 1 million cells, the colony naturally produces electrical oscillations that serve to modulate the biofilm's voltage as a whole. Intracellular and extracellular potassium ions produce a gradient on the given substrate, towards which motile bacteria of various species are attracted, based on the potassium's capability to alter their resting membrane potential. This potassium-based attraction appears to be coupled to the biofilm's oscillations, thereby producing a phenomenon reminiscent of graded action potential-based neuronal signaling in higher organisms [ Figure 1 ].
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Similarities between bacterial quorum sensing and neuronal communication Ions, however, are not the only sort of signals present in bacteria. Similar to neurons, bacteria also use hormonal compounds to communicate. Bacterial quorum sensing is achieved through the use of different peptides and hormones, and in many ways, it mimics how neurons communicate. There are several types of quorum sensing systems, classified by signaling molecule. One system involves hormone-like compounds known as autoinducers (AIs), found in Gram-negative bacteria. Frequently used and studied among these autoinducer compounds is the amino acid derivative AHL (N -acyl homoserine lactone). AHLs are mainly used for intra-species communication between Gram-negative bacteria, useful in environments where different bacterial species share resources. The most com- mon autoinducer used in Gram-negative bacteria, mainly used for communication within a given colony, is AI-2. This is a relatively universal communication molecule used in over 40 species of bacteria. A divergent type of quorum sensing system is found in Gram-positive bacteria. Rather than autoinducer molecules, it uses modified oligopeptides to signal population density.
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The canonical example of quorum sensing is the system used by Vibrio fischeri, a bacterium that lives inside the light organ of the squid Euprymna scolopes. Once these bacteria grow to a high enough cell density, quorum sensing allows them to induce the expression of genes necessary for bioluminescence. 26 At its most basic, quorum sensing molecules passively diffuse through the bacterial membrane, accumulating both intra-and extracellularly to a concentration proportional to cell density. Once the signal has reached an appropriate level inside the cell, the transcription of certain genes will begin. This signal, however, can also be detected through receptors. Gram-negative/AI2-based systems tend to use cytoplasmic receptors but, interestingly, gram-positive bacteria like B. subtilis that exhibit oscillatory electrical communication similar to neurons also possess membrane receptors similar to those in neurons. 62 Quorum sensing can occur in series and in parallel. It can induce the transient expression of genes, and it can be used by one bacterial colony to "eavesdrop" on other populations. There even exist hierarchical quorum sensing circuits. Sometimes quorum sensing will produce inhibitory signals within a colony, while in other cases, bacterial populations will "sabotage" a quorum sensing signal from another colony, and degrade it in a process known as quorum quenching. B. subtilis, for example, produces an enzyme called AiiA that is capable of hydrolyzing the AHL of another soil bacterium, thereby inhibiting its external signaling attempts.
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There exist important and striking similarities between quorum sensing and neuronal communication. Both quorum sensing and neuronal circuits operate in series and in parallel, and both are able to develop into a hierarchical multicircuit system. 35 Neurons can provide both excitatory and inhibitory signals, just as quorum sensing does, and neurons can communicate with each other as well as other cell types, just as quorum sensing can function between bacteria of the same species or between different species.
27 These parallels are unmistakable; it is easy to confirm that there are at least abstract similarities between bacterial colony and neuronal function.
Abstracted bacterial systems are similar to neuronal analogues
Perhaps the most compelling evidence supporting this analogy, especially from a computational perspective, comes from the bacterial attractant concentration detection system. When unsaturated, this system can be approximated and therefore modeled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system whose impulse re-sponse is depicted below [ Figure 2 ]. This response curve is almost identical to an action potential, which one might consider to be the "impulse response" of an individual neuron receiving external stimulation.
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This result demonstrates how modeled bacterial behavior can foreseeably serve as a realistic proxy to modeled neuronal behavior. Bacteria have many benefits over neurons in a computational sense-most importantly, they are functionally simpler than neurons and easier to observe in a non-computational biological context. The comparatively easier-to-study nature of a bacterial population, combined with its complex neuron-like behavior, makes the bacterium an interesting and unconventional candidate for neuroscience research. The relative simplicity of bacteria allows for ease of biologically faithful modeling, while the complexity of their cell-cell interactions has the potential to yield insights into higher-level behaviors from feeding strategies to distributed processing.
Conclusion
The use of bacteria in neuroscience research naturally prompts the question of why one would use organisms without neurons for neuroscience. The use of bacteria in cellular neuroscience may be farfetched, but we believe there is sufficient evidence to merit further study of the similarities between bacteria and neurons. It is important to note, however, that beyond neuroscience, there exist numerous benefits to using bacteria instead of neurons as the basis for biologically inspired computational models.
Consider the artificial neural network. An ANN abstracts neurons to weighted binary input/output units. 38 It is readily apparent that this abstraction is not only an oversimplification of actual neuronal function, but is also an incorrect representation of actual neuronal activity. The brains of higher organisms (for example, mammals) are extraordinarily complicated. It would be a nontrivial task at best to represent even a sliver of their activity. It is highly unlikely that ANNs in their current state are in any way biologically faithful models. Rather, they are a computational abstraction that has become notably divorced from the reality upon which they are based.
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In contrast, consider the bacterium. While it cannot be abstracted to a weighted binary input/output unit, its abilities can be far more easily viewed and understood by the biologist than the neuron. It exhibits clear ion channel-based communication, while bacterial quorum sensing is notably similar to neuronal communication. In addition, when bacteria coalesce into a biofilm, they are able to produce something akin to the graded action potential activity seen in C. elegans, the focus of much neuroscientific research over the years. 25 Again, it is important to emphasize that bacterial behavior is not fundamentally dissimilar from that of higher organisms. This allows us to claim that insights gained from bacterial modeling could apply to similar functions in higher organisms Below, a characteristic action potential graph. Bacteria are by no means the "perfect" neuroscientific model organism-they lack neurons, to begin with-but they represent a compromise. They exhibit network-like activity, and as a colony, they are capable of making decisions in ways similar to primitive lower organisms. 40 Their beauty comes in the simplicity and relative ease of study compared to other organisms. For a model to have a sound biological basis, the biology upon which it is based must be well understood. It is intuitive enough to say that the simpler the organism, the easier it is to understand it. Following this logic to its conclusion, bacteria-more specifically, bacterial colonies-are a possible stepping stone for biologically faithful neuroscientific modeling. They have the potential to lead the way to modeling more complex organisms, especially after dedicated behavioral, molecular, and cellular work makes their neuron-like activity less of a black box and more of a white box.
The use of modeled bacteria has the potential to go far beyond neuroscience, however. One should consider the possible benefits to computer science. By using a modeled bacterium instead of a weighted binary input/output unit, as does an ANN, one may allow for greater network functionality using fewer nodes and a smaller amount of training data. While one should not expect any sort of network based on modeled bacteria to mirror bacterial networks functionally, it is not inconceivable that the additional complexity could enhance network functionality in ways that simple weighted binary input/output units might not.
Finally, why should we bother with more feasible biological models at all? Are the models we have in use today-Bayesian networks, artificial neural networks, and so forth-not enough for our needs? The answer becomes obvious if we rephrase the question: Is it worth it to allow the insights gained from biological work to influence computational work? It does not go without saying that the mammalian brain is an incredibly compact, tremendously powerful organ which the most powerful models and computers cannot match. It would be foolish not to work towards a time when the mammalian brain is not only understandable, but influential in the creation of both software and hardware. Modeling bacterial colonies is a first step in helping ensure this possibility may one day become a reality.
